Case Study: Insurance

How a Global Insurer Ran Rings Around
its Smaller Competitors in Asia
Legacy IT systems made a
household insurance name slow
to respond to its customers. Now
it is giving them a first-class digital
experience.
The Asian insurance market is expanding,
particularly online, where some estimates point to a
year-on-year growth of up to 40%. As a pan-Asian
insurance broker, headquartered in Hong Kong,
our client was in an ideal position to benefit from
this expansion. It already had operations across
the region, including Singapore, Malaysia, India,
China, Japan, the Philippines and Indonesia. What
it lacked was the agility to respond to local market
forces while operating within the regional office’s
governance structure. Country branches had
developed their own processes and systems, some
of which were aging.
As a result, it was taking between three and six
months for countries to take new products to
market, giving the competition a clear advantage.
Incompatible systems also meant valuable data and
experience were being kept within siloes in each
territory. Delivering new functionalities or products
swiftly and cost-effectively was difficult, further
impeding the enterprise’s ability to take on the
competition.

At a glance
The Asian operations of a global insurance
company wanted to overcome a lack
of visibility, agility and interoperability
between its systems and those of its
country-based entities.
Our team built a user-friendly and
efficient digital solution which overlaid
the legacy systems and has allowed the
company to become more competitive in
all its territories across Asia.

Outcomes
❙❙ Reduced policy processing time from

one day to between eight and nine
minutes.
❙❙ Decreased the cost of implementing a

new product by 70%, on average.
❙❙ Moved to a fully digital agile enterprise

environment.
❙❙ Improved usability for sales teams and

end users.
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Finally, there was scope for the user experience to
be radically improved by replacing largely paperbased manual processes with digital, automatic
alternatives.
In 2013, in an effort to minimize the cost and
time to market for new products, the company
started to work with us on a new approach to its IT
infrastructure and architecture. Our team helped
conceptualize, design and implement a multiyear digital transformation program for six lines of
business spread across four countries. The wider
objectives for this transformational program were
to ensure:
❙❙ Shorter time to market for new products.
❙❙ Superior end-user experience.
❙❙ Lower operational cost.
❙❙ Excellent service levels.

Ultimately, the program’s aim was to transform
the company from a traditional insurer to a digital
enterprise, leveraging capabilities such as:
❙❙ Quick point-of-sale quotation and policy

issuance through digital channels and
segmenting, targeting and positioning.
❙❙ Seamless interaction with customer relationship

management (CRM) and backend solutions.
❙❙ Renewal, endorsement and enquiries through

digital channels.
❙❙ A multi-line product configuration framework.
❙❙ Integrated actuarial analytics applications.
❙❙ Real-time claim handling mechanisms.
❙❙ Multi-platform sales support.

Undergoing such a radical transformation was
potentially a recipe for organizational disruption,
exorbitant expense and short-term confusion
during data migration. But the route that we
took with the client avoided all these issues. Our
strategy involved a four-year roadmap to create a
foundational digital platform that could interface
with existing peripheral systems through an
advanced data layer, and plug it into a robust
omni-channel front-end system.
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❙❙ Reduced product time to market by

around 75%.

This would enable sales applications to capture,
generate and store quotations, policies and
transactions anytime, anywhere, and make best
use of existing systems. We chose Pega customer
engagement and digital process automation
software as the best fit for the digital platform, due
to its support for highly configurable and agile
product frameworks, plus its inherent ability to scale
rapidly.
Pega also allows for fast-paced process design,
excellent cluster support, strong security and
industry-specific design prototypes. And it was
a platform we had ample expertise in. Our client
agreed that Pega should be the technology
backbone for their new general insurance
architecture and target operating model.
We helped define the model and designed the
architecture in close collaboration with the client,
then implemented the platform across four
geographies and six business lines within a year.
Once the new general insurance operating model
had launched , the new product time to market
was reduced from between six and ten weeks
weeks to just two to four weeks, depending on the
complexity of the new product and processes.
Our client launched 11 new apps across four
countries in 2016 alone, a level of new product
activity that had been unthinkable before.
Meanwhile, transaction processing times dropped
from one day to just eight to nine minutes.
Processing time wasn’t the only area where user
experience improved. The Pega platform allowed
our client to have attractive and user-friendly
application user interfaces out of the box, making
applications easier for sales staff and end users
to use.
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At the same time, mobile device compatibility has
allowed sales agents to do business on the move
and provided customers with a higher level of
satisfaction and reliability. The transformation this
has brought to the business is most evident in the
way it sells policies to customers.
Previously, a simple task such as getting paperwork
signed was often a fraught affair, forcing customers
to come into an office and be treated to a flurry of
faxes and photocopies. Now, on the other hand, the
client’s sales people can invite their customers to
the local Starbucks and browse the policy details
on a tablet screen, with all the administration being
done digitally.

on the company’s bottom line. The average cost
of implementing a new product has gone down
by 70%. And our support didn’t end with the
implementation of the new platform. We stayed on
board to make sure our client’s people could adapt
to the changes as painlessly as possible, supporting
the creation of a centre of excellence in the Hong
Kong office to support territories with the new
technology and check on all changes that
were made.
Local branches were advised on how to set up their
own configuration teams, trained and supported
by our center of excellence, guaranteeing an even
faster time to market for new products and services.

Not only are customers happier, but the transition
to digital workflows has had a positive impact
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About Cognizant Insurance
Cognizant is a leading global services partner for the insurance industry. In fact, seven of the top 10 global insurers and 33 of the top 50 U.S. insurers
benefit from our integrated services portfolio. We help our clients run better by driving greater efficiency and effectiveness, while simultaneously helping
them run differently by innovating and transforming their businesses for the future. Cognizant redefines the way its clients operate — from increasing
sales and marketing effectiveness, to driving process improvements and modernizing legacy systems, to sourcing business operations. For more information, visit https://www.cognizant.com/insurance-technology-solutions.

About Cognizant Digital Systems & Technology
Cognizant Digital Operations helps clients re-engineer, digitize, manage and operate their most essential business processes, lowering operating costs,
Cognizant Digital Systems & Technology works with clients to simplify, modernize and secure IT infrastructure and applications, unlocking the power trapped in their technology environments. We help clients create and evolve systems that meet the needs of the modern enterprise by delivering
industry-leading standards of performance, cost savings and flexibility. To learn more, contact us at simplify@cognizant.com or visit www.cognizant.com/
cognizant-digital-systems-technology.

About Cognizant
Cognizant (Nasdaq-100: CTSH) is one of the world’s leading professional services companies, transforming clients’ business, operating and technology
models for the digital era. Our unique industry-based, consultative approach helps clients envision, build and run more innovative and efficient businesses. Headquartered in the U.S., Cognizant is ranked 195 on the Fortune 500 and is consistently listed among the most admired companies in the world.
Learn how Cognizant helps clients lead with digital at www.cognizant.com or follow us @Cognizant.
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